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Coupled FEMDEM-DFN model for characterising
the stress-dependent permeability of an anisotropic
fracture system
Lei, Q., Latham, J.-P., Xiang, J. and Lang, P.
Department of Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial College London, London, UK
ABSTRACT: The discrete fracture network (DFN) method is used to describe the anisotropic fracture system of an idealised
limestone rock mass, which involves one set of horizontal bedding planes and two sets of vertical persistent joints. Geomechanical
modelling of the three-dimensional DFN model under in-situ stresses is achieved by the combined finite-discrete element method
(FEMDEM), which captures deformability of isolated matrix blocks, heterogeneity of fracture-dependent stress, sliding and opening
of fracture walls as well as variability of aperture distribution. Fracture propagation is not simulated because energy is considered to
be dissipated by the sliding between persistent fracture walls such that stress concentration in matrix block corners is expected to
remain below critical levels needed for new fracturing. An indirect hydro-mechanical (HM) coupling is accomplished by
characterising fluid fields corresponding to the stressed solids based on the identification of fracture geometries and calculation of
hydraulic apertures. The flow behaviour of the fractured porous rock is investigated using the hybrid finite element-finite volume
method (FEFVM). Steady state fluid transport across the anisotropic DFN network is modelled with a fluid pressure drop applied at
opposite boundaries to determine its stress-dependent effective permeability which is found to range over at least four orders of
magnitude. A significant flow channelling effect is observed as a result of anisotropy of fracture network geometries and variability
of geomechanically-induced apertures. To conclude, this paper presents an approach to characterise the geomechanically-induced
apertures of a fractured rock mass. Furthermore, stress-dependent permeability for a range of triaxial in-situ effective stress states is
computed. The results have implications for upscaling grid block properties for reservoir flow simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fractured rock masses commonly consist of numerous
discontinuities (e.g. faults, bedding planes and joints),
which greatly influence the hydrogeological behaviour
of the host media. Characterisation of the anisotropic
nature of rock permeability due to the widespread
occurrence of interconnected fractures is of great
importance for various engineering issues including
geothermal energy, nuclear repository safety and
petroleum recovery.
Due to the limited access to three-dimensional (3D)
geological structures, a discrete fracture network (DFN)
is often constructed based on statistics of field data to
approximate a real faulted or jointed system [1].
Compared to the conventional equivalent continuum
model based on mathematically idealised fracture
systems [2-3], the DFN modelling approach possesses
the advantage of explicit representation of fracture
geometries together with sophisticated representation of
their intersections, which have crucial impact on the
seepage behaviour of fluids through the fractured porous
media. The equivalent permeability tensor of a fractured
rock mass can be derived by conducting flow simulation
based on multiple DFN geometrical realisations [4].
However, anisotropy of rock permeability is also greatly
influenced by the variability of fracture aperture
distribution in response to the particular in-situ stress
field, such as heterogeneity of fracture-dependent stress,

sliding and opening of fracture walls as well as
microscopic effects of non-linear joint normal
deformation and shear dilation caused by natural
roughness of fracture walls [5-6]. Hence, accurate
computation of the permeability tensor of a fractured
rock requires both explicit representation of fracture
network topology and systemic simulation of coupled
hydro-mechanical fracture behaviour.
The objective of this study is to develop a method to
characterise the stress-dependent permeability of 3D
fractured rock masses. An outline of the numerical
modelling approach employed follows in Section 2. This
includes methods for modelling solids and fluids in
fractured porous media as well as the indirect hydromechanical coupling mechanism in which fluid-filled
fracture space is characterised by the deformed solids
using algorithms for fracture identification and aperture
calculation. In Section 3, an anisotropic DFN fracture
system is constructed for a limestone with three
orthogonal sets persistent fractures. A series of triaxial
in-situ stress conditions is applied to the fractured rock
and the resulting stress-dependent aperture distributions
are investigated. Effective permeability is calculated
based on steady state flow simulation from which the
ellipsoid of the permeability tensor is obtained. A brief
discussion is presented on flow channelling phenomenon
and its evident stress-dependence due to the anisotropy
of fracture network geometries and the variability of
geomechanically-induced fracture apertures.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Coupled FEMDEM-DFN model
The discrete fracture network (DFN) model [1] is
coupled with the combined finite-discrete element
method (FEMDEM) [7-8] to simulate the geomechanical
response of 3D fractured rock masses under in-situ
stresses. An unstructured grid (Fig. 1b) is created based
on the explicit fracture geometries of a DFN system
(Fig. 1a) with rock matrix discretised into tetrahedral
finite elements and fracture walls represented by
numerous pairs of triangular faces belonging to opposite
volumetric elements. A discontinuous configuration is
set on fracture wall surfaces, where two triangles of each
pair are associated with separate nodes but constrained
with coincident initial coordinates (Fig. 2). The
complicated dynamics and mechanics of the multi-block
system dissected by persistent fractures can be well
captured by the FEMDEM technology, in which
discretised matrix bodies can deform and interact with
each other under the application of various boundary
conditions. Several important geological phenomena can
be simulated in the solid modelling experiments, such as
fracture-dependent stress heterogeneity, re-activation of
shear on pre-existing fracture walls as well as variability
of aperture distribution [6]. Fracture propagation is not
simulated because energy is considered to be dissipated
by the sliding between persistent fracture walls such that
stress concentration in matrix block corners is expected
to remain below critical levels needed for new
fracturing.

2.2. Hydro-mechanical (HM) coupling
Hydro-mechanical (HM) coupling aims to establish
fracture-filled fluid fields based on the equilibrium of
solids under effective stresses using the FEMDEM
solver. Fracture space is then represented by lower
dimensional surfaces associated with local aperture
values, which is accomplished by fracture identification
and aperture characterisation based on the configuration
of deformed solids.

Fig. 3. Connectivity analysis of joint elements.

Fig. 4. Identification of isolated fracture sections using a
ternary-tree search algorithm.

Fig. 1. Coupled FEMDEM-DFN model.

Fig. 2. Representation of fractures in a finite element system.

Based on the initial unstressed solid mesh, pairs of
triangular faces of fracture walls are identified and
stored in a joint element data structure with two rows
recording the node IDs of opposite segments (e.g. [N1,
N4, N3; N5, N6, N7] for the joint element in Fig. 2). A
connectivity analysis is implemented for each joint
element to recognise its continuously connected
neighbours through three edges (i.e. sharing the same
nodes). IDs of adjacent joint elements are stored, while a
value of -1 is assigned if no neighbour exists (i.e. the
edge of a joint element is located on model boundaries
or fracture intersections) (Fig. 3). Identification of
isolated fracture sections, which are defined as dissected
fracture regions bounded by intersections with other
fractures, is achieved by a ternary-tree search algorithm
(Fig. 4). Each tree-node, which represents a joint
element, has 1 parent tree-node (except the 1st order
tree-node) and 3 child tree-nodes indicating its three
neighbours. The ternary-tree is scanned hierarchically
and only a tree-node with at least one real child, which is
associated with a non-negative value and has not been

scanned in previous orders, can grow in the next order.
Isolated sections are further grouped based on their
connectivity and coplanarity to form whole fractures
(Fig. 5), after which deformed fracture space as a result
of geomechanical changes is converted to lower
dimensional median surfaces in between opposite
fracture walls.
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where an is the current normal aperture (mm), Kni is the
initial normal stiffness (MPa/mm) and vm is the
maximum allowable closure (mm). Dilation caused by
sliding of fracture walls is modelled by an elastoperfectly plastic constitutive law [5] (Fig. 6b), which is a
simplified model from the original dilation model
proposed by Olsson and Barton [10]. Peak shear
displacement δpeak that is the threshold for dilation is
calculated based on an empirical equation [10] given by
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Fig. 5. Identified fractures marked by different colours.
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where L is the effective fracture length (m) defined as
the length of an isolated section in the local shearing
direction. The mechanical aperture is determined by
combining mesoscopic opening with microscopic
aperture and dilation. The hydraulic aperture, which is
defined as an equivalent aperture for laminar flow
between smooth parallel plates, is derived based on an
empirical correlation with the mechanical aperture [10]
given by
E2
,
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Fig. 6. Microscopic aperture constitutive model for (a) normal
closure under compressive stress and (b) dilational normal
displacement caused by shear displacement.

Local mesoscopic normal aperture and shear
displacement is calculated as the normal and tangential
translation components between the opposite triangles of
a joint element, which overlap in the initial state.
Microscopic joint behaviour is characterised according
to two empirical parameters: joint roughness coefficient
(JRC) and joint compressive strength (JCS). An initial
aperture value can be calculated using an empirical
relation given by [9]
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where a0 is the initial aperture (mm), σc is the uniaxial
compressive strength (MPa) and is equal to JCS given
the assumption that the effect of weathering can be
ignored. The estimated initial aperture value is assigned
to all fractures equally before the loading of normal
compressive stress σn, which is extracted from the
FEMDEM modelling results. The microscopic normal
deformability of a fracture is characterised by a nonlinear hyperbolic function (Fig. 6a) [9] given by
(2)
1
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where JRCmob is a mobilised value of JRC [10] and δs is
the shear displacement captured by FEMDEM
modelling. A linear interpolation is used to determine
the value of hydraulic aperture in the transition phase
0.75 < δs/δpeak < 1.0. Thus, an indirect hydro-mechanical
(HM) coupling is achieved to establish fluid fields based
on the stressed solids.

2.3. Fracture and matrix flow modelling
The fluid flow domain Ω is composed of two
overlapping subdomains, namely the fracture domain
Ωf∈R2 and the matrix domain Ωm∈R3. Another
unstructured mesh is created with matrix bodies
discretised into finite elements and fractures segmented
into lower dimensional triangular elements [11]. The
fluid pressure equation is solved by the finite element
method and the continuity equation is calculated by the
finite volume method [12]. A constant permeability is
assigned to matrix elements, whereas permeability of
fractures is characterised by the piecewise differentiation
of hydraulic aperture using the cubic law [2]. The fluid
velocity field is calculated from the gradient of the
pressure field based on linear interpolation at the
midpoints of finite element edges, i.e. nodes of the finite
volume grid. By applying a constant fluid pressure
differential on the opposite boundaries of the modelled
domain, the effective permeability tensor of the fractured
porous medium is derived based on the integration of the
fluid flux over the node-centred finite volumes along
model boundaries.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Anisotropic fracture systems
Table 1 gives the geological data of an anisotropic
fracture system in a limestone rock mass, which involves
one set of horizontal bedding planes and two sets of
vertical joints. In this research, dispersion of orientation
is ignored to avoid generating finite elements with
extremely high aspect ratios caused by intersection
between fractures from the same set. All fractures are
assumed through-going (i.e. only persistent fractures are
modelled), tending to provide an upper limit for rock
permeability.
Table 1. Geological data of models with three orthogonal sets
of persistent fractures
Joint sets
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3

Dip (°)
90
90
0

Dip direction (°)
45
315
0

Spacing (m)
0.050
0.075
0.100

Fig. 7. Permeability components kxx, kyy and kzz of DFN models
with different sizes derived by Oda’s method [3].

a relatively steady plateau in the x (i.e. East-West), y
(i.e. North-South) and z directions (i.e. top-bottom)
when the model size is 0.5 m or larger, so the smallest
representative pattern (0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.5 m) is
preliminarily considered reasonable for use in this study
aiming to precisely capture the geomechanical response
of the fractured rock mass (Fig. 8).

3.2. Geomechanical experiments
A series of geomechanical experiments is designed with
triaxial effective stresses applied by different ratios (Fig.
8). Assumed typical material properties of this idealised
limestone are given in Table 2. Geomechanical
modelling is conducted on the anisotropic fracture
network using the combined finite-discrete element
method (FEMDEM) [7-8]. The bottom of the model is
fixed in the vertical direction but has no constraint in the
horizontal plane. Far-field stresses are applied at the
other boundaries of the domain from an unstressed state
with all fractures initially closed, while volumetric
gravity is applied simultaneously in the z direction. The
model adjusts to a new deformed state under the in-situ
stresses loaded with the various stress ratios considered.
Fracture propagation is not simulated because energy is
considered to be dissipated by the sliding of persistent
fracture walls and stress concentration is expected not to
exceed critical values for the initiation and propagation
of new fractures in matrix block corners. Fig. 9 shows
the fracture-dependent heterogeneity of maximum
principal stress and differential stress in the deformed
rock solids under the true triaxial stresses in Case 6 (i.e.
σ’x = 5 MPa, σ’y = 15 MPa, σ’z = 10 MPa).
Table 2. Material properties of idealised limestone rock mass
Properties
Density
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Joint friction coefficient
JCS
JRC
Dilation angle

Value
2,700
30
0.27
0.6
120
15
5

Unit
kg·m-3
GPa
--MPa
-deg

Fig. 8. A 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.5 m fractured rock model with
three orthogonal sets of persistent joints under various farfield stress conditions.

Investigation of the representative elementary volume
(REV) size of the fracture system is conducted by
building DFN models spanning scales of two orders of
magnitude and calculating their permeability using
Oda’s analytical method [3] integrated in FracMan7
platform [13] with apertures assumed constant (i.e. 0.065
mm). As shown in Fig. 7, effective permeability reaches

Fig. 9. (a) Maximum principal stress and (b) differential stress
of the fractured rock model under Case 6 triaxial stresses.

Hydraulic aperture of a stressed fracture network is
determined by combining mesoscopic opening modelled
by location of finite elements on fracture walls and
microscopic roughness given by the constitutive models
[9-10] for normal closure and dilational behaviour
associated with wall roughness. Fig. 10 shows the
distribution of shear displacement and hydraulic aperture
under Case 1, Case 5 and Case 6 stress conditions,
respectively. In Case 1, shear displacement and
hydraulic aperture are almost uniformly distributed with
quite low values as a result of low differential stress
involved in the hydrostatic condition. In Case 5, Set 1
exhibits much higher shear displacement and hydraulic
aperture, while Set 2 (the lower density set) does not
experience much shear displacement although it has an
equivalent orientation to Set 1 with respect to the applied
stress field. It seems that the higher density due to
smaller spacing in Set 1 endows it with greater
susceptibility to shear (a more easily activated slip
system). In Case 6, both Set 1 and Set 2 are active in
shearing with much higher hydraulic aperture induced
by the far-field stresses. This is the only case where the
applied stress ratio (σ’y / σ’x = 3) is only just less than the
theoretical value for frictional sliding on pre-existing
fracture walls, (i.e. a ratio of 3.1) given the friction
coefficient is set equal to 0.6. Case 6 is relevant to
regions of critically stressed crust in a strike-slip in-situ
stress regime with two sets of vertical fractures quite
favourably oriented for shearing. Considerably larger
hydraulic apertures are developed in both Set 1 and Set 2
due to microscopic dilation caused by high shear
displacement and mesoscopic opening induced by block
translation and rotation, most notably on the more
widely spaced Set 2.

Fig. 10. (a) Shear displacement and (b) hydraulic aperture of
the fractured rock model under Case 1, Case 5 and Case 6
triaxial stresses.

Average values of hydraulic aperture of the three sets in
different stress scenarios are summarised in Table 3.

Due to the quite high confining pressure experienced by
fracture walls, most fractures are closed with a value
approaching the maximum allowable closure vm (Eq.
(4)), which leads to the phenomenon that different sets in
many cases have the same average value for hydraulic
aperture (i.e. 0.031 mm). However, with the increase of
stress ratio, large apertures emerge (e.g. Set 1 in Case 5,
both Set 1 and 2 in Case 6) as a result of significant
shear displacement. This shearing induces greater
dilational normal displacement and even matrix block
rotation (e.g. in Case 6). It further leads to a different
regime for the correlation between mechanical and
hydraulic apertures defined by Eq. (6b). Small apertures
existing in some fractures of active sets (e.g. Set 1 in
Case 5) are attributed to the fact that their local shear
displacement fails to exceed the threshold value δpeak.
Table 3. Average hydraulic aperture of different fracture sets
under various stress conditions (unit: mm)
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

Set 1
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.138
0.171
0.278

Set 2
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.418

Set 3
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.077

3.3. Flow simulation

Fig. 11. Fluid pressure distribution of the fractured rock
models under Case 1, Case 5 and Case 6 triaxial stress
conditions with a fluid differential applied in the x, y and z
directions, respectively.

Flow behaviour of the stressed rock models is
investigated by simulating single-phase steady state flow
under a pressure differential from the East to West
boundary (i.e. the x direction), from North to South
boundary (i.e. the y direction), and from top to bottom
boundary (i.e. the z direction), respectively (Fig. 11).
Matrix permeability km is assumed to be 1×10-4 mD to
impose conditions closer to fracture-only flow. In Case
1, distribution pattern of fluid pressure is relatively
homogeneous due to the uniformly distributed hydraulic
apertures in the hydrostatically stressed fracture
network. In Case 5, remarkable anisotropy is observed in
the distribution pattern when the pressure drop is applied
in the x and y directions, which implies a significant
pressure drop occurs across the diagonally spanning
fractures of Set 1. In Case 6, a quick decrease in fluid
pressure happens close to the model boundaries in the
flow modelling in the x and y directions. Fluid pressure
distributions of the three stressed rocks under a vertical
pressure differential all present relatively homogeneous
patterns.
Table 4. Effective permeability of the fractured rock model
under different stress conditions (unit: mD)
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

kxx
0.398
0.399
0.417
15.586
28.573
626.49

kyy
0.398
0.399
0.416
15.482
28.572
1061.2

kzz
0.308
0.314
0.319
22.266
40.954
9539.0

Fig. 12. Ellipsoid of permeability tensors of the fractured rock
models under Case 1, Case 5 and Case 6 triaxial stress
conditions.

Effective permeability in the x, y and z directions can be
calculated based on the steady state flow computation.
With the increase of stress ratio between σ’x and σ’y, the
resulting larger apertures lead to considerable
permeability increase in all three directions. The
ellipsoid of the permeability tensor can be further
obtained from the flow results (Fig. 12). In Case 1, the
permeability tensor ellipsoid is quite isotropic under the
hydrostatic stress state. In Case 5, larger apertures in Set
1 lead to dominant flow preference in the NW-SE and
vertical directions. In Case 6, significant permeability
anisotropy is induced by the high applied deviatoric
stress condition acting with respect to favourably

oriented fractures, with an extremely high permeability
in the subvertical direction caused by the very large
hydraulic apertures in Set 1 and Set 2.

4. DISCUSSION
A significant stress-dependent flow channelling effect is
observed in the stressed fracture networks. As shown in
Fig. 13, under the hydrostatic stress condition (i.e. Case
1), fluid spreads through the whole fracture system due
to the quite uniformly distributed apertures in different
sets. However, in Case 5, fluid migration is mainly
carried by fractures of Set 1, which are associated with
larger apertures under a higher stress ratio. In the flow
simulation with an imposed pressure drop at the
boundaries applied in the x or in the y direction, fluid
seems to concentrate in only a few major spanning
fractures, while others do not contribute much since it
requires more effort for fluid to reach the opposite
boundaries through other pathways where fractures of
Sets 2 and Set 3 with low apertures would be required to
get more involved in the flow network. In the vertical
flow experiment, all fractures of Set 1 connect the top
and bottom boundaries, so fluid is transported by
multiple parallel pathways except some fractures in Set 1
have low apertures. In Case 6, where far-field stresses
are near to the theoretical critical ratio for fracture walls
to slide on both Set 1 and Set 2, heterogeneous shear
stresses will have locally developed that exceed the
frictional resistance for sliding. Zigzag flow channels are
formed by fractures from both sets associated with very
high apertures when fluid is transported under a fluid
pressure drop applied in the x and y directions. Vertical
flow seems to concentrate in only several dramatically
opened fracture sections, in which large apertures are
created by matrix block translation and rotation. As can
be seen, the localised flow behaviour is a result of the
geometric anisotropy of fracture networks and the
geomechanically-induced variability of aperture
distribution.
The results of Case 6 are of particular interest. First, the
shear displacement is extremely heterogeneous, given
such uniform initial sets of fractures. The system finds
equilibrium by activating sliding with local extremes of
shear displacement seen highlighted in Fig. 10. Locally,
the mesoscopic sliding on two sets has created large
aperture channels along their intersections. It is often
argued that maximum permeability may be considered
most likely to act in the same general direction as the
maximum principal stress as pathways open easily
against the minimum principal stress. However, Case 6
supports what is already known of the strike-slip faulting
regime, that significantly higher permeability can be
anticipated in the vertical direction parallel to the
intermediate stress associated with dilational jogs on
shearing faults and channelling along displacing and

dilating fracture intersections (see Fig.13 bottom right).
This raises the question of whether the imposed
boundary conditions with orthogonal applied stresses
and free displacements are the most appropriate and
whether the channelling effect is exaggerated by
considering a domain with such few idealised fractures.

5. CONCLUSION
To conclude, this paper proposed a hydro-mechanical
modelling approach to characterise the stress-dependent
permeability of 3D anisotropic fracture systems.
Important geological phenomena were captured, such as
heterogeneity of stress field, variability of aperture
distribution, anisotropy of effective permeability and
localisation of fluid flow. The results strongly indicate
that without capturing key geomechanical processes that
influence aperture variability, analyses of flow in
fractured rock masses can be seriously in error. Future
work will involve modelling of more general DFN
systems having non-persistent fractures with arbitrary
shapes and dispersed orientations, where a 3D crack
propagation model will be activated to capture responses
to locally critically high differential stresses and stress
concentrations together with realistic fracture opening
and shearing behaviour on both pre-existing and newly
propagated fractures.
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